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Physician Scorecards
by Sanjay Jatana, MD

Physician scorecards are an
 increasingly common way
 for consumers to evaluate
 the performance of their
 doctors. While I completely
 understand the need for
 unbiased data to help
 patients make better
 informed choices –
 particularly when it comes to
 selecting a spine surgeon –

 scorecards often fail to provide consumers with a comprehensive
 picture.

For one, many scorecards are based solely on Medicare data.
 That’s problematic because it means the data is limited to a
 certain percentage of a surgeon’s or doctor’s practice, rather
 than the full spectrum of patients treated by the physician. I opted
 out of Medicare in 2013, so my practice won’t even show up on
 many scorecards.

 Using Medicare data may also skew results, since the population
 covered under Medicare is older and more likely to experience
 complications or require longer hospitalizations. Finally, since
 scorecards tend to rely on hospital data, they exclude procedures
 performed in outpatient settings, which can also impact the
 results.

 Scorecards can be useful if you happen to fall into the very

Meet Our Patients

Bill Stahl

 Bill Stahl is an ultra
 marathoner who has
 competed in the grueling
 Leadville 100 seven times.
 He recently marked his
 fourth finish and even
 though he came in last, it’s
 a feat he won’t soon forget.

 That’s because less than six
 months earlier Bill, who
 also serves as coach of
 Littleton High School’s cross
 country team, could barely
 move his neck, let alone
 run. A nerve injury had left
 Bill with persistent pain in
 his neck, making it
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 specific category of patients that were evaluated in the data. For
 others, examining a broader set of metrics and qualifications
 might prove more useful when choosing a surgeon. 

 For example, the website Spine-health.com suggests seeking out a
 fellowship-trained surgeon, since the high-level of training they
 receive tends to result in lower complication rates. The site also
 suggests opting for a surgeon who specializes in the spine over
 one who only performs spine surgery occasionally.

 Outcomes data can also be very useful and easy to access. Many
 hospitals and surgical centers produce outcomes reports detailing
 infection rates, readmission rates and complications for a range of
 procedures. If you don’t see an outcomes report listed on the
 website of a surgeon you’re considering, feel free to ask for such
 information.

 Don’t forget that friends and family can also serve as a valuable
 source of information and are often more than willing to share
 insight about their experiences with a surgeon. Patient
 testimonials and reviews may also prove helpful – particularly if
 the patients have a long history with the surgeon.

 In the end, physician scorecards are just one tool of many that
 patients can use to gauge the performance of a doctor. Exploring
 a variety of data points might offer a more complete view of a
 doctor’s practice.

If you have questions, visit our website at

 sanjayjatanamd.com or call us at 303-MY-SPINE.

Find More Advice Here.

 Tips To Prevent Discomfort

Most people at one point or another in their life will experience
 neck pain. A recent study in the journal Spine even showed that
 almost half of boys and girls aged 15-16 years have neck pain!

Here are some tips to help prevent discomfort:

Posture: Set your sitting posture and workstation up for
 success. Sit upright and against the back of a good chair.
 Your computer screen should be eye-level and straight
 ahead. Finally, the keyboard should be elbow height. Also,
 watch for glare on the screen or drafts from the air
 conditioning/heat - these things might make you shift or
 change the way you are trying to sit.

 impossible to run. For help,
 he turned to Dr. Jatana,
 who had performed a
 laminectomy on him five
 years earlier to repair a
 bulging disc.

 While other doctors had
 suggested fusion surgeries,
 Dr. Jatana opted for more
 conservative treatment
 options, which appealed to
 Bill. In fact, two days after
 his surgery, he served as
 race director for a local
 event.

 “I liked that his approach
 all along has been focused
 on getting me back to doing
 the things I enjoy and
 running is my life,”
 explained Bill.

 To address the nerve pain in
 his neck, Dr. Jatana
 recommended Bill have
 steroid injections. After the
 second one, Bill began to
 feel some relief and within
 a few weeks he felt ready
 to run again. He was
 already registered for the
 Leadville 100 when his
 injury occurred, and though
 he was two months behind
 in training, Bill was still
 committed to competing in
 the race, which takes
 runners through a 100-mile
 course rising from 9,200
 feet in elevation to 12,600
 feet.

 “It was a real cram job,”
 acknowledged Bill. “In my
 head, I was thinking, ‘I am
 absolutely going to do this,
 but my pacer said, ‘if you
 finish this, it will be a
 miracle.’”

 Miracle or sheer willpower,
 Bill pushed through,
 struggling to reach each aid
 station before the time cut
 off.

 "I knew that it was straight
 uphill into Leadville the last
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Excessive telephone use: Use a headset if you are on
 the telephone a lot.

Night time: It’s best for your neck if you avoid sleeping
 on your stomach. A cervical pillow and sleeping on your
 back or sides is best.

General health: Regular aerobic exercise and relaxation
 techniques have been found to help decrease pain and the
 likelihood of having future pain. Even walking daily can be
 very beneficial.

If you use a backpack or a bag, keep it light. Use both
 straps of the backpack to distribute the weight evenly.
 Alternate which arm carries a bag or purse that is carried
 on one side.

Click above or give us a call to
 make an appointment:

303-MY-SPINE (697-7463)

www.sanjayjatanamd.com

Forward to Friend

 three miles. I was really
 looking forward to seeing
 my crew at the one-mile-to-
go mark,” said Bill. “When I
 finally got there, there
 were 17 minutes left until
 the cutoff, which seemed
 like just enough time, but
 then the wheels fell off."

 Still, Bill persevered and
 with a cheering crowd
 behind him, finished the
 race in under 30 hours. His
 heroic finish can be viewed
 here.

 Thankfully, Bill hasn’t had
 any further issues with neck
 pain and says he’s feeling
 great. But he wouldn’t
 hesitate to see Dr. Jatana
 again if any problems arose.

 “I appreciate that he is
 focused on trying to restore
 your way of life – whether
 that involves being really
 active or just playing
 bridge.”

 And yes, Bill expects to
 participate in more ultra
 marathons in the future.

Read more
 testimonials here
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